Introduction
How Good is Synthetic Speech?
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In this book we aim to introduce and discuss some current developments in speech synthesis, particularly at the higher level, which focus on some specific issues. We shall see how
these issues have arisen and look at possible ways in which they might be dealt with. One
of our objectives will be to suggest that a more unified approach to synthesis than we have
at the present time may result in overall improvement to synthesis systems.
In the early days of speech synthesis research the obvious focus of attention was
intelligibility–whether or not the synthesiser’s output could be understood by a human
listener (Keller 1994; Holmes and Holmes 2001). Various methods of evaluation were
developed which often involved comparison between different systems. Interestingly,
intelligibility was almost always taken to mean segmental intelligibility–that is, whether
or not the speech segments which make up words were sufficiently well rendered to
enable those words to be correctly recognised. Usually tests for intelligibility were not
performed on systems engaged in dialogue with humans–the test environment involved
listeners evaluating a synthesiser just speaking to them with no interaction in the form
of dialogue. The point here is that intelligibility varies with context, and a dialogue
simulation would today be a much more appropriate test environment for intelligibility.
It is essential for synthesisers to move away from the basic requirements of minimally
converting text-to-speech–see Dutoit (1997) for a comprehensive overview–to systems
which place more emphasis on naturalness of speech production. This will mean that the
earlier synthesis model will necessarily become inadequate as the focus shifts from the reading task per se to the quality of the synthetic voice.

Improvements Beyond Intelligibility

Although for several years synthetic speech has been fully intelligible from a segmental
perspective, there are areas of naturalness which still await satisfactory implementation
(Keller 2002). One area that has been identified is expressive content. When a human being
speaks there is no fixed prosodic rendering for particular utterances. There are many ways
of speaking the same sentence, and these are dependent on the various features of
expression. It is important to stress that, whatever the source of expressive content in
speech, it is an extremely changeable parameter. A speaker’s expression varies within a few
words, not just from complete utterance to complete utterance. With the present state of
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the art it is unlikely that a speech synthesiser will reflect any expression adequately, let alone
one that is varying.
But to sound completely natural, speech synthesisers will sooner or later have to be able
to reflect this most natural aspect of human speech in a way which convinces listeners
that they could well be listening to real speech. This is one of the last frontiers of speech
synthesis–and is so because it constitutes a near intractable problem.
There is no general agreement on what naturalness actually is, let alone on how to model
it. But there are important leads in current research that are worth picking up and consolidating to see if we can come up with a way forward which will show promise of improved
naturalness in the future. The work detailed in this book constitutes a hypothesis, a proposal
for pushing speech synthesis forward on the naturalness front. It is not claimed in any sense
that we are presenting the answer to the problem.
Many researchers agree that the major remaining obstacle to fully acceptable synthetic
speech is that it continues to be insufficiently natural. Progress at the segmental level, which
involves the perceptually acceptable rendering of individual segments and how they
conjoin, has been very successful, but prosody is the focus of concern at the moment: the
rendering of suprasegmental phenomena–elements that span multiple segments–is less than
satisfactory and appears to be the primary source of perceptual unease. Prosody itself
however is complex and might be thought of as characterising not just the basic prosody
associated with rendering utterances for their plain meaning, but also the prosody
associated with rendering the expressive content of speech. Prosody performs multiple
functions– and it is this that needs particular attention at the moment. In this book one
concern will be to address the issue of correct, or appropriate prosody in speech–not just
the basic prosody but especially the prosody associated with expression.

Does synthetic speech improve on natural speech? According to some writers, for
example Black (2002), there is a chance that some of the properties of speech synthesis
can in fact be turned to advantage in some situations. For example, speech synthesisers
can speak faster, if necessary, than human beings. This might be useful sometimes,
though if the speech is faster than human speech it might be perceived or taken to be
of lower quality. Philosophically this is an important point. We have now the means to
convey information using something which is akin to human speech, but which could
actually be considered to be an improvement on human speech. For the moment, though,
this looks suspiciously like an explanation after the fact–turning a bug into a hidden
feature! But this wouldn’t be the first time in the history of human endeavour when we
have had to admit that it possible to improve on what human beings are capable of.

Continuous Adaptation

The voice output of current synthesis systems does not automatically adapt to particular
changes that occur during the course of a dialogue with a human being. For example, a synthetic utterance which begins with fast speech, ends with fast speech; and one which
begins sounding firm does not move to a gentler style as the dialogue unfolds. Yet changes
of this kind as a person speaks are a major property of naturalness in speech.
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To simulate these changes for adequate synthesis we need a data structure characterisation sufficiently detailed to be able to handle dynamic changes of style or expression
during the course of an utterance. We also need the means to introduce marking into the
utterance specification which will reflect the style changes and provide the trigger for the
appropriate procedures in the synthetic rendering.
The attributes of an utterance we are focussing on here are those which are rendered by
the prosodic structure of the utterance. Prosody at its simplest implements the rhythm, stress
and intonational patterns of canonical utterances. But in addition the parameters of prosody
are used to render expressive content. These parameters are often characterised in a way
which does not enable many of the subtleties of their use in human speech to be carried
over to synthesis. For example, rate of delivery can vary considerably during the course of
an utterance–a stretch of speech which might be characterised in linguistic terms as, say,
a phrase or a sentence. Rate of delivery is a physical prosodic parameter which is used to
render different styles that are characterised at an abstract level. For example, angry speech
may be delivered at a higher than normal rate, bored speech at a lower than normal rate.
Take as an example the following utterance:
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The word I actually used was apostrophe, though I admit it’s a bit unusual.
In the orthographic representation of the word apostrophe, italicisation has been used to
highlight it to indicate its infrequent use. In speech the word might

•
•
•

be preceded and followed by a pause
be spoken at a rate lower than the surrounding words
have increased overall amplitude, and so on.

These attributes of the acoustic signal combine to throw spoken highlighting onto the word,
a highlighting which says: this is an unusual word you may not be familiar with. In addition, uttering the word slowly will usually mean that phenomena associated with fast delivery
(increased coarticulation, deliberate vowel reduction etc.) may not be present as expected.
To a great extent it is the violation of the listener’s expectations–dictated largely by the way
the sentence has begun in terms of its prosodic delivery–which signals that they must increase
their attention level here. What a speaker expects is itself a variable. By this we mean that
there is a norm or baseline expectation for these parameters, and this in itself may be
relative. The main point to emphasise is the idea of departure from expectation–whatever
the nature or derivation of the expectation. In a sense the speaker plays on the listener’s
expectations, a concept which is a far cry from the usual way of thinking about speakers.
We shall be returning frequently to the interplay between speaker and listener.

Data Structure Characterisation

Different synthesis systems handle both segmental and prosodic phenomena in different
ways. We focus mainly on prosody here, but the same arguments hold for segmental phenomena. There is a good case for characterising the objects to be rendered in synthetic speech
identically no matter what the special properties of any one synthesis system. Platform
independence enables comparison and evaluation beyond the idiosyncrasies of each system.
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detected have been introduced during the rendering process. For example:

platform-independent input

synthesiser B
synthesiser C

output A
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synthesiser A

output B

output C
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Note that outputs A, B and C can be compared with each other with respect to the common
input they have rendered. Differences between A, B and C are therefore down to the
individual characteristics of synthesisers A, B and C respectively.
The evaluation paradigm works only if the synthesisers under scrutiny are compliant with
the characteristics of the input. Each may need to be fronted by a conversion process, and
the introduction of this stage of processing is itself, of course, able to introduce errors in the
output. But provided care is taken to ensure a minimum of error in the way the synthesiser
systems enable the conversion the paradigm should be sound.
Applications in the field may need to access different synthesisers. In such a case a
platform-independent high-level representation of utterances will go a long way to ensuring
a minimum of disparity between outputs sourced from different systems. This kind of
situation could easily occur, for example, with call centres switching through a hierarchy
of options which may well involve recruiting subsystems that are physically distant from
the initiating controller. The human enquirer will gain from the accruing continuity of
output. However, common input, as we have seen, does not guarantee identity of output, but
it does minimise discontinuities to which human users are sensitive. Indeed, since there are
circumstances in which different synthesis systems are to be preferred–no single one is a
universal winner–it helps a lot with comparison and evaluation if the material presented to
all systems is identical.

Shared Input Properties

The properties in the input that are common are those which are quite independent of
any subsequent rendering in the synthesis process. In general these properties are regarded
as linguistic in nature, and in the linguistics model tey precede phonetic rendering for the
most part. By and large it is phonetic rendering which the low-level synthesis system is
simulating. However, synthesis systems which incorporate high-level processing, such as
text-to-speech systems, include phonological and other processing. Design of a platformindependent way of representing input to systems which incorporate some high-level
processing is much more difficult than systems which involve only phonetic rendering.
There are two possible solutions, and several in between.
1 Remove from the text-to-speech system all processing more appropriately brought to a
markup of the input text.
2 Introduce a platform-specific intermediate stage which removes only the least successful
parts of the text-to-speech system and/or identifies any ‘missing’ processes.
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The first solution implies standardising on high-level processes like text normalisation
and orthography-to-phoneme conversion. This may not be a bad thing provided designers
of text-to-speech systems were not compelled to drop their own processing in these areas if
this were both compatible and at least as successful with respect to the final output. The
problem really arises when we drop below this simple textual processing level and
move into the linguistics processing proper–the phonology and in particular the prosody.
We shall see later that whatever approach is adopted it becomes essential to identify
what is to be drawn from an input markup and what is to be supplied in the text-to-speech
system itself. The main way of avoiding confusion will be to have a common set of level
identifiers to be used as markers indicating where in individual systems this or that process
(to be included or rejected) occurs.
It will turn out to be important in the way we model human and synthetic speech
production to distinguish between the linguistic properties of speech and the two main ways
of rendering those properties: by human beings or by synthesisers. Within each of these two
types there are different subtypes, and once again it is helpful if the input to all types is
characterised in the same way. Along with linguistics in general, we claim a universality for
the way in which all phenomena associated with speech production which can be characterised
within linguistics (and perhaps some areas of psychology if we consider the perception of
speech also) are to be described. What this means simply is that much is to be gained from
adopting a universal framework for characterising important aspects of speech perception
and production by both human beings and computers.

Intelligibility: Some Beliefs and Some Myths

A fairly common hypothesis among synthesis researchers is that the intelligibility of
synthetic speech declines dramatically under conditions that are less than ideal. It is
certainly true that when listening conditions are adverse synthetic speech appears to do less
well than human speech as far as listeners are concerned–prompting the notion that human
speech has more critical detail than synthetic speech. It follows from this that it can be
hypothesised that adding the missing detail to synthetic speech will improve its intelligibility under adverse or more realistic listening conditions.
It is not self-evident, though, that increased detail is what is needed. For example it may
well be that some systematic variation in human speech is not actually perceived (or used
in the perception process) and/or it may be the case that some non-systematic detail is
perceived, in the sense that if it is missing the result is the assertion that the speech is not
natural. What constitutes naturalness is not entirely clear to anyone yet, if we go into this
amount of detail in trying to understand what it means for speech to be intelligible to the
point of being natural. Hence it becomes easy to equate naturalness with increased intelligibility and assign both to improved detail in the acoustic signal. If correct, then we go full
circle on the observation that somehow or other human speech holds on to its intelligibility
under adverse conditions where synthetic speech does not–even though both may be judged
equally intelligible in the laboratory. Assertions of this kind are not helpful in telling us
exactly what that detail of human speech might be; they simply inform us that human speech
is perceptually more robust than synthetic speech, and that this is perhaps surprising
if the starting point–the perception in the laboratory environment–is apparently equal.
In our model (see Part IV Chapter 5 and Part IX) we would hypothesise that the
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perceptual assignment process involves inputs that are not wholly those which on the face
of it are responsible for intelligibility.
It is not difficult to imagine that formant synthesis may be producing a soundwave which
is less than complete. The parameters for formant synthesis were selected in the early days–for
example in the Holmes (1983) model–based on their obviousness in the acoustic signal and
on their hypothesised relevance to perception. Thus parameters like formant peak frequency,
formant amplitude and formant bandwidth were seen to be important, and were duly incorporated. Later systems–for example the Klatt (1980) synthesiser–built on this model to include
parameters which would deliver more of the acoustic detail while attempting the maintain
the versatility of formant or parametric synthesis. Fundamentally, it is quite true that, however
carefully formant synthesis models the acoustic production of speech, the resultant signal is
inevitably lacking in coherence and integrity. A speech signal with 100% integrity would
require an infinite number of parameters to simulate it. The robust correlation between vocal
tract behaviour and the detail of the acoustic signal is what makes natural speech acoustically coherent: its acoustic fine detail reflects vocal tract behaviour and identifies the signal as
coming from a single talker. Indeed we could go further: the correlation is not just robust, it
is probably absolute. What this correlation does not do on its own, however, is guarantee
phonetic coherence, since vocal tract behaviour has a nonlinear relationship with phonetics
and includes unpredictable cognitively sourced elements (Morton 1986; Tatham 1986a).
One or two researchers have taken a state-of-the-art parametric device–such as the
Klatt synthesiser–and made the theoretical assumption that the coherence of its output can
be improved by working on the internal integrity of its input (Stevens and Bickley 1991).
HLSyn (Stevens 2002) is one such attempt. The proponents of HLSyn propose a level of
representation which is intermediate between what is generally called high-level synthesis
(corresponding to phonological, prosodic and pragmatic planning of utterances in linguistics) and low-level synthesis–the actual parametric device which creates the soundwave.
They confuse the issue somewhat by calling HLSyn ‘high-level synthesis’, which is an
idiosyncratic use of the term high. We shall see later that HLSyn and other comparable
approaches (Werner and Haggard 1969; Tatham 1970a) do indeed introduce added coherence by linking acoustic detail via a shared higher level of representation–in this case an
articulatory level (see also Mermelstein 1973). We would argue that for the moment it has
not been shown that a similar level of coherence can be introduced by simply organising
the acoustic parameters into an integrated structure.
Our own philosophy works roughly along these lines too: we are concerned with the integrity
of the high-level parts of synthesis (rather than the intermediary levels which concern the
HLSyn researchers). The principal example of this is our approach to prosody and expression–
insisting that all utterance plans be wrapped in tightly focussed prosodic containers which
ultimately control the rendering of temporal and spectral features of the output signal whether
this is derived from a formant model or a concatenative waveform model.
But, certainly in our own experience, there are also similar though less severe problems
with concatenated waveform synthesis, even in those systems which attempt to optimise
unit length. This leads us to believe that although, of course, a certain minimum level of a
coustic detail is necessary in all synthetic speech, the robustness issue is not down solely to
failure to replicate the greater spectral detail of human speech. What is left, of course, is
prosodic detail and temporally governed variation of spectral detail. We are referring here
to subtlety in fundamental frequency contours, and variations in intensity and rhythm for
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the prosodic detail per se; and also to the way spectral detail (for example, the variation in
coarticulatory effects and the way they span much more than just the immediately adjacent
segments) is governed by features like rate variation. These features are very complex when
considering prosody in general, but particularly complex when considering prosody as
conveyor of expression.
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We shall be referring often in this book to natural sounding speech, and we share with many
others an awareness of the vagueness of this idea. The perceived feeling of naturalness about
speech is clearly based on a complex of features which it is difficult to enumerate. The
reason for this is that listeners are unable to tell us precisely what contributes to naturalness.
Several researchers have tried to introduce a metric for naturalness which goes beyond the
simple marking of a scale, and introduces the notion of a parametric characterisation of what
people feel as listeners. While not new of course in perceptual studies, such a method does
go a long way toward enabling comparison between different systems by establishing the
basis for a rough evaluation metric.
Take for example the naturalness scoring introduced by Sluijter et al. (1998). The
approach is technically parametric and enumerates eleven parameters which listeners are
asked to consider on five-point scales. They refer to these as a measure of acceptability, but
acceptability and naturalness begin to converge in this type of approach–because of the idea
that what is acceptable is also a prerequisite for what is natural. Sluijter et al.’s parameters
can be readily glossed, adapted and extended:
1 General quality. What general impression does the speech create? In many studies this
is the overall concept of naturalness and very often the only one evaluated.
2 Ease of comprehension. The question here for listeners is also general and elicits an
overall impression of ease of comprehension. This parameter itself could be further parameterised more objectively by a detailed analysis of what specifically causes problems
of comprehension (as in the next feature, for example).
3 Comprehension problems for individual words. Here the listener can identify various difficult
words, or in a more tightly controlled evaluation experiment the researchers can highlight words known to be difficult and try to analyse the reasons for the difficulties. For
example, is there a semantic ambiguity with the word or is it phonologically similar to some
other word and insufficiently disambiguated by the semantic context or the syntax?
4 Intelligibility. Once again, an overall ranking of general intelligibility.
5 Pronunciation/occurrence of deviating speech sounds. Does the listener feel that any
particular sounds have been badly rendered and might be contributing to reduced
naturalness or acceptability? Notice that errors in sounds in particular combinations will
be less noticeable than in other combinations due to the predictability of linear sound
combinations in syllables. How frequently do these rogue sounds occur?
6 Speaking rate. The question here is whether the speaking rate is appropriate. One
difficulty is the extent to which semantic and pragmatic factors enter into the appropriateness of speaking rate. Most synthesisers have a default speaking rate, and maybe
should be evaluated on this. Introducing variation of speaking rate may well introduce
errors. This is one of the areas–along with other pragmatically sourced variations in
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prosody–which will benefit from additional markup of the input text or superior prosody
assignment algorithms within the synthesis system.
7 Voice pleasantness. A general and very impressionistic parameter, and one which might
vary with semantic and prosodic content.
8 Naturalness. A general parameter which it may be possible to refine a little. So, we may
be able to ask questions like: Is the acoustics of the utterance internally coherent? For
example:
Does the speech appear to be from a single speaker?
Does this coherence extend throughout the fundamental frequency range with an
appropriate amplitude dynamics?

9 Liveliness. In general, liveliness is judged to be a desirable quality contributing to
naturalness. But it could be argued that for a general system a whole range of expression along a dullness–liveliness vector should be possible, derived either internally or in
response to markup. So the question here is really not

•
•

Is the speech lively? but rather
Is the degree of liveliness applied to an appropriate degree?
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10 Friendliness. This is a quality appropriate for limited domain systems–say, interactive
enquiry systems. But in a general system it would be subject, as with naturalness, liveliness and politeness (below), to semantic and pragmatic content. Appropriateness is again
a consideration after determining that the default degree of friendliness is convincing.
11 Politeness. Again, a subjective evaluation of the default condition–degree of politeness
in general–is called for. But also appropriateness for content, and a suitable interpretation of markup, if present, are required judgements.

Each of these parameters is subjective and again defined only vaguely for that reason; and
not enough provision is made for adaptation on the part of the listener. But the strength
of such an approach is that, notwithstanding the subjective nature of each parameter, the
evaluation of naturalness as a whole is made more robust. This stems in part from
modelling in terms of identifiable features to which a probability might be attached, and in
part from the possibility of indicating a relationship between the features. Whilst far from
robust in a fully objective way, the characterisation of naturalness here does gain over
a non-parametric characterisation, and the approach may eventually lead to productive
correlation between measured properties of the soundwave and naturalness. The effects of
rendering markup would be an appropriate application for this evaluation technique.
Systems are now good enough for casual listeners to comment not so much on naturalness but on the appropriateness of style–as with the friendliness and politeness parameters
used by Sluijter et al. This does not mean that style, and allied effects, are secondary to
naturalness in terms of generating speech synthesis, but it does mean that for some people
appropriateness and accuracy of style override some other aspects of naturalness. These
considerations would not override intelligibility, which still stands as a prerequisite.

Variability

One of the paradoxes of speech technology is the way in which variability in the speech
waveform causes so many problems in the design of automatic speech recognition systems
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and at the same time lack of it causes a feeling of unnaturalness in synthesised speech. Synthesis
seeks to introduce the variability which recognition tries to discard.
Linguistics models variability in terms of a hierarchical arrangement of identifiably different types. We discuss this more fully in Part IV Chapter 2, but for the moment we can
recognise:
deliberately introduced and systematic–phonology
unavoidable, but systematic (coarticulation)–phonetics
systematically controlled coarticulation–cognitive phonetics
random–phonetics
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1 The variability introduced at the phonological level in speech production involves the
introduction by the speaker of variants on the underlying segments or prosodic contours.
So, for example, English chooses to have two non-distinctive variants of /l/ which can
be heard in words like leaf and feel–classical phonetics called these clear [l] and dark
[l] respectively. In the prosody of English we could cite the variant turning-up of the
intonation contour before the end of statements as opposed to the usual turn-down.
Neither of these variants alters the basic meaning of the utterance, though they can alter
pragmatic interpretation. These are termed extrinsic variants, and in the segment domain
are called extrinsic allophones. Failure to reproduce phonological variability correctly
in synthetic speech results in a ‘foreign accent’ effect because different languages derive
extrinsic allophones differently; the meaning of the utterance however is not changed,
and it usually remains intelligible.
2 Segmental variants introduced unavoidably at the phonetic level are termed intrinsic
allophones in most contemporary models of phonetics and result from coarticulation.
Coarticulation is modelled as the distortion of the intended articulatory configuration
associated with a segment–its target–by mechanical or aerodynamic inertial factors which
are intrinsic to the speech mechanism and have nothing to do with the linguistics of the
language. These inertial effects are systematic and time-governed, and are predictable.
Examples from English might be the fronted [k] in a word like key, or the dentalised [t]
in eighth; or vocal cord vibration might get interrupted during intervocalic underlying [+voice]
stops or fricatives. Failure to replicate coarticulation correctly in speech synthesis reduces
overall intelligibility and contributes very much to lack of naturalness. Interestingly,
listeners are not aware of coarticulatory effects in the sense that they cannot report them:
they are however extremely sensitive to their omission and to any errors.
3 Observations of coarticulation reveal that it sometimes looks as though coarticulatory
effects do vary in a way related to the linguistics of the language, however. The most appropriate model here for our purposes borrows the notion of cognitive intervention from
bio-psychology to introduce the idea that within certain limits the mechanical constraints
can be interfered with–though rarely, if ever, negated completely. Moreover it looks
as though some effects intrinsic to the mechanism can actually be enhanced at will for
linguistic purposes. Systematic cognitive intervention in the behaviour of the physical
mechanism which produces the soundwave is covered by the theory of cognitive
phonetics (see Part VII Chapter 1). Examples here might be the way coarticulation is
reduced in any language when there is a high risk of ambiguity–the speaker slows down
to reduce the time-governed constraint–or the enhanced period of vocal cord vibration
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failure following some stops in a number of Indian languages. This cognitive intervention to control mechanical constraints enables the enlargement of either the language’s
extrinsic allophone inventory or even sometimes its underlying segment (phoneme)
inventory. If the effects of cognitive intervention in phonetic rendering are not reproduced
in synthetic speech there can be perceptual problems occasionally with meaning, and
frequently with the coherence of accents within a language. There is also a fair reduction
in naturalness.
4 Some random variability is also present in speech articulation. This is due to tolerances
in the mechanical and aerodynamic systems: they are insufficiently tight to produce erroror variant-free rendering of the underlying segments (the extrinsic allophones) appearing
in the utterance plan. While listeners are not at all sensitive to the detail of random
variability in speech, they do become uneasy if this type of variability is not present;
so failure to introduce it results in a reduction of naturalness.
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Most speech synthesis systems produce results which take into account these types of variability. They do, however, adopt widely differing theoretical stances in how they introduce
them. In stand-alone systems this may not matter unless it introduces errors which need not
otherwise be there. However, if we attempt to introduce some cross-platform elements to
our general synthesis strategy the disparate theoretical foundations may become a problem.
In Part V Chapter 4 and Part VIII Chapter 4 we discuss the introduction of prosodic markup
of text input to different synthesis systems. There is potential here for introducing concepts
in the markup which may not have been adopted by all the systems it is meant to apply
to. A serious cost would be involved if there had to be alternative front ends to copy for
different theoretical assumptions in the markup.
Variability is still a major problem in speech synthesis. Linguists are not entirely in
agreement as to how to model it, and it may well be that the recognition of the four different types mentioned above rests on too simplistic an approach. Some researchers have claimed
that random variability and cognitively controlled intrinsic effects are sometimes avoided
or minimised in order to improve intelligibility; this claim is probably false. Cognitive
intervention definitely contributes to intelligibility and random variation definitely contributes
to naturalness; and intelligibility and naturalness are not entirely decoupled parameters
in the perception of speech. It is more likely that some areas of variability are avoided
in some synthesis because of a lack of data. In successful state-of-the-art systems, variability is explicitly modelled and introduced in the right places in the planning and rendering
algorithms.

The Introduction of Style

Although the quality of text-to-speech systems is improving quite considerably, probably
due to the widespread adoption of concatenative or unit selection systems, most of these
systems can speak only with one particular style and usually only one particular voice. The
usual style adopted, because it is considered to be the most general-purpose, is a relatively
neutral version of reading-style speech. What most researchers would like to see is the
easy extension of systems to include a range of voices, and also to enable various global
styles and local expressive content. All these things are possible–but not yet adopted in
systems outside the laboratory.
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Prosody control is essential for achieving different styles within the same system. Speech
rate control is a good place to start for most researchers because it gives the appearance of
being easy. The next parameter to look at might be fundamental frequency or intonation.
However, the introduction of speech rate control turns out to be far from simple. The difficulty
is expressed clearly in the discovery that a doubling of overall rate is not a halving of the
time spent on each segment in an utterance–the distribution of the rate increase is not linear throughout the utterance. Focussing on the syllable as our unit we can see that a change
in rate is more likely to affect the vowel nucleus than the surrounding consonants, but it is
still hard to be consistent in predicting just how the relative distribution of rate change takes
effect. We also observe (Tatham and Morton 2002) that global rate change is not reflected
linearly in the next unit up either–the rhythmic unit. A rhythmic unit must have one stressed
syllable which begins the unit. Unstressed syllables between stressed ones are fitted into the
rhythmic unit, thus:
<utterance>| Pro.so.dy.is | prov.ing | hard.to | mo.del | ac.cur.ate.ly | </utterance>
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Here rhythmic unit boundaries are marked with ‘|’ and stressed syllables are underlined.
A ‘.’ separates syllables.
The usual model acknowledges the perceptually oriented idea of isochrony between
rhythmic units, though despite proving a useful concept in phonological prosody (that is,
in the abstract) it is hard to find direct correlates in phonetic prosody–that is, in the
actual soundwave. The isochrony approach would hypothesise that the perceived equal
timing between stressed syllables–the time between the vertical markers in the above
representation–is reflected in the physical signal. The hypothesis has been consistently
refuted by researchers.
Evaluating the segmental intelligibility of synthesisers neglects one feature of speech which
is universally present–expressive content. In the early days of synthesis the inclusion of
anything approaching expression was an unaffordable luxury–it was difficult enough to
make the systems segmentally intelligible. Segmental intelligibility, however, is no longer
an issue. This means that attention can be directed to evaluating expressive content. In the
course of this book we shall return many times to the discussion of expression in synthesis,
beginning with examining just what expression is in speech. But even if our understanding
of expression were complete it would still be difficult to test the intelligibility of synthesised expression. We do not mean here answering questions like ‘Does the synthesiser
sound happy or angry?’ but something of a much more subtle nature. Psychologists
have researched the perception of human sourced expression and emotion, but testing and
evaluating the success of synthesising expressiveness is something which will have to be
left for the future for the moment.

Expressive Content

Most researchers in the area of speech synthesis would agree that the field has its fair share
of problems. What we decided when planning this book was that for us there are three major
problems which currently stand out as meriting research investment if real headway is to be
made in the field as a whole. All researchers will have their own areas of interest, but these
are our personal choice for attention at the moment. Our feeling is that these three areas
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contribute significantly to whether or not synthetic speech is judged to be natural–and for
us it is an overall improvement in naturalness which will have the greatest returns in the
near future. Naturalness therefore forms our first problem area.
Naturalness for us hinges on expressive content–expression or the lack of it is what we
feel does most to distinguish current speech synthesis systems from natural speech. We shall
discuss later
whether this means that the acoustic signal must more accurately reflect the speaker’s
expression, or
whether the acoustic signal must provide the listener with cues for an accurate perceiver
assignment of the speaker’s intended expression.
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We shall try to show that these are two quite different things, and that neither is to be neglected.
But we shall also show that most current systems are not well set up for handling expressive content. In particular they are not usually able to handle expression on a dynamic basis.
We explain why there is a need for dynamic modelling of expression in speech synthesis
systems. Dynamic modelling is our second problem area.
But the approach would be lacking if we did not at the same time show a way of
integrating the disparate parts of a speech synthesis system which have to come together
to achieve these goals. And this is our third problem area–the transparent integration of
levels within synthesis.
The book discusses current work on high-level synthesis, and presents proposals for a unified
approach to addressing formal descriptions of high-level manipulation of the low-level synthesis systems, using an XML-based formalism to characterise examples. We feel XML is
ideally suited to handling the necessary data structures for synthesis. There were a number of
reasons for adopting XML; but mostly we feel that it is an appropriate markup system for

•
•

characterising data structures
application on multiple platforms.

One of the important things to realise is that modelling speech production in human beings
or simulating human speech production using speech synthesis is fundamentally a problem
of characterising the data structures involved. There are procedures to be applied to these
data structures, of course; but there is much to be gained from making the data structures
themselves the focus of the model, making procedures adjunct to the focus. This is an approach
often adopted for linguistics, and one which we ourselves have used in the SPRUCE model
and elsewhere (Tatham and Morton 2003, 2004) with some success.
The multiple-platform issue is not just that XML is interpretable across multiple
operating systems or ‘in line’ within different programming languages, but more importantly
that it can be used to manage the high-level aspects of speech synthesis in text-to-speech
and other speech synthesis systems which hinge on high-level aspects of synthesis. Thus
a high-level approach can be built which can precede multiple low-level systems. It is in
this particular sense that we are concerned with the application across multiple platforms.
As an example we can cite the SPRUCE system which is essentially a high-level synthesis
system whose output is capable of being rendered on multiple low-level systems–such as
formant-based synthesisers or those based on concatenated waveforms.
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The feeling we shall be trying to create in this book is one of optimism. Gradually inroads
are being made in the fields of speech synthesis (and the allied field of automatic speech
recognition) which are leading to a greater understanding of just how complex human speech
and its perception are. The focus of researchers’ efforts is shifting toward what we might
call the humanness of human speech–toward gaining insights into not so much how the
message is encoded using a small set of sounds (an abstract idea), but how the message is
cloaked in a multi-layered wrapper involving continuous adjustment of detail to satisfy a
finely balanced interplay between speaker and listener. This interplay is most apparent in
dialogue, where on occasion its importance exceeds even that of any messages exchanged.
Computer-based dialogue will undoubtedly come to play a significant role in our lives in
the not too distant future. If conversations with computers are to be at all successful we will
need to look much more closely at those areas of speaker/listener interaction which are
beginning to emerge as the new focal points for speech technology research.
We have divided the book into a number of parts concentrating on different aspects of
speech synthesis. There are a number of recurrent themes: sometimes these occur briefly,
sometimes in detail–but each time from a different perspective. The idea here is to try to
present an integrated view, but from different areas of importance. We make a number of
proposals about approach, modelling, the characterisation of data structures, and one or
two other areas: but these have only the status of suggestions for future work. Part of
our task has been to try to draw out an understanding of why it is taking so long to achieve
genuinely usable synthetic speech, and to offer our views on how work might proceed.
So we start in Part I with establishing a firm distinction between high- and low-level synthesis, moving toward characterising naturalness as a new focus for synthesis in Part II. We
make suggestions for handling high-level control in Part III, highlighting areas for improvement in Part IV. Much research has been devoted recently to markup of text as a way
of improving detail in synthetic speech: we concentrate in Part V on highlighting the main
important advances, indicating in Part VI some detail of how data structures might be
handled from both static and dynamic perspectives. A key to naturalness lies in good
handling of prosody, and in Part VIII we move on to some of the details involving in
coding and rendering, particularly of intonation. We present simple ways of handling data
characterisation in XML markup, and its subsequent processing with examples in procedural pseudo-code designed to suggest how the various strands of information which wrap
the final signal might come together. Part IX pulls the discussion together, and the book
ends with a concluding overview where we highlight aspects of speech synthesis for
development and improvement.
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